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ABSTRACT

Pattern division multiple access (PDMA) is a one type of multi-domain non-
orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) that support massive connectivity and can
improve spectral efficiency. The unique pattern is used by each user to map
its transmitting data into a group of resource, which consist of frequency, code
and spatial domain or combination of these resources. Power scaling and phase
shifting are used to resolve ambiguity as consequence non uniform distribution
of the received combined constellation. In this paper, we propose investigation
on power scaling factor for each user in PDMA matrix to increase sum rate
transmission and propose combine successive interference cancellation (SIC)
based on diversity order and power scaling factor for each user. The simulation
results confirm that the proper implement power scaling factor in pattern type 2
show best performance in Rician fading channels.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The limit of spectrum resources and the growing demand for the internet of things, which makes

the future wireless communication technology must be able to support the efficiency of spectrum use and
massive connectivity. Non-orthogonal multi access (NOMA) is a new paradigm in multi-access that, with its
non-orthogonality, can increase user connectivity. Nowadays, we can divide NOMA into 3 schemes: i) power–
domain [1], [2]; ii) code–domain like low density signatures – code division multiple access (LDS–CDMA)
[3], low density signature orthogonal frequency division mutiplexing (LDS–OFDM) [4], [5] or sparse code
multiple access (SCMA) [6], [7]; and iii) multi–domain such as pattern division multiple access (PDMA)
[8]–[11], building block sparse-constellation based orthogonal multiple access (BOMA) [8], [12] and lat-
tice partition multiple access (LPMA) [13]–[15]. Power domain NOMA, we known as PD–NOMA [16],
utilizes superposition coding at the transmitter and implements successive interference cancellation (SIC) at
the receiver. As one of code–domain NOMA, SCMA apply sparse code book, that is similar to low density
signature in LDS–CDMA or LDS–OFDM, to each user/ layer and as a consequence, a certain resource can
support more user. Hidayat et al. [17], [18] proposed doubly irregular SCMA (DISCMA) that can improve
overloading factor more than 300% and also proposed low complexity detection by using peeling decoding.
Sharma et al. [19] proposed a joint power and code domain NOMA. BOMA [12] connects the information
of users with a good channel state information (CSI) to the symbol of a poor CSI user. And, as a results the
capacity of a multi-user system has been greatly increased. PDMA is one of multi-domain NOMA [10] based
on joint design in transmitter and receiver side. Pattern matrices in PDMA are designed with the variation
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of diversity order from each user equipment (UE). Therefore, multiple user could ease the error propagation
problem of SIC. The pattern designed can be extended by considering the use of power scaling factor and phase
shifting. And, in the receiver side, the sparsity nature of the pattern matrix allows the receiver to use advanced
detection algorithm such as message passing algorithm (MPA) or SIC that has low complexity as a multi-user
detection (MUD).

Research in design of PDMA pattern matrix has been investigated in [10], [20], [21]. Chen et al. [10]
provide complete explanation about PDMA include principle of PDMA pattern design and extension of PDMA
pattern matrix. Ren et al. [20] focus to design PDMA pattern matrix for uplink application to massive machine
type communication (mMTC) and enhanced mobile broadband (eMBB) and analyse the performance of the
proposed pattern matrix using discrete constellation constrained capacity. As further research of [20], [21]
focus to design principle and search algorithm both uplink and downlink for mMTC, eMBB, and ultra-reliable
and low latency communication (URLLC) in 5G communication system.

Another study on PDMA has done by [22]–[24]. Tang et al. [22] studies cooperative PDMA (Co–
PDMA) with a half duplex decode and forward (DF) in uplink transmission over Rayleigh fading channel.
Research in power allocation has been investigated in [23], [24]. Zeng et al. [23] proposed iterative water–
filling (IWF) algorithm to allocate power for each user in downlink transmission. While, Zeng et al. [24]
investigated the optimum power allocation for perfect and non-perfect CSI in downlink transmission.

In this paper, we investigate the impact of power scaling factor in pattern design for uplink PDMA
when system use SIC as MUD. The contribution of this paper are summarized as follow:

− Simple power scaling assignment for PDMA pattern design based on Rgap.
− Observation on K factor Rician fading channel in term of BER for variation PDMA pattern type and phase

shifting.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the system model of PDMA. Section 3
represent implementation of power scaling factor in pattern design. Section 4 provides discussion and analyze
the use of power scaling factor in pattern design in PDMA system, and finally, section 5 gives the conclusion
of this paper.

2. PDMA: SYSTEM MODELS
In this paper, we consider an uplink transmission of multi-carrier PDMA consist of J user equipments

(UE) with user indices j = 1, 2, 3, ..J and N orthogonal resource elements (REs). Without loss of general-
ity, we assume that both transmitter and receiver has a single antenna and we assume that all users take their
symbol from the same constellation alphabet X. Each user in PDMA system will transmit its data symbols
and spread them into a number of dvi subcarriers using PDMA pattern. Each of data symbols from each user,
therefore, will be multiplied with a unique PDMA pattern gj . PDMA pattern is represented by element ”0”
and ”1”. A gj,n = 1 in PDMA pattern represents that data from j-th UE can be mapped into a n-th RE and if
gj,n = 0 otherwise. System model of PDMA system has shown in Figure 1. In the uplink PDMA, J UE map
their transmit data intoN orthogonal REs. Block system of uplink transmissin in PDMA has shown in Figure 2.

Figure 1. System model of PDMA
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Figure 2. The uplink PDMA

Let the j-th UE transmit data vector xj that consist of Mj modulated data symbols and stated as:

xj = (xj1 , xj2 , · · · , xjMj )
T (1)

without loss generality, we assume that all UEs take their symbol from the same constellation alphabet X.
In the PDMA system, every UE in the system will transmit its data symbols and spread them into a number
of different REs. Therefore, every data symbols from each UE will mutliply with a pattern with low density
spreading sequence. Let we assume gj as a pattern of the j-th UE, after PDMA encoding process, the j-th UE
will have a chips vector, cj , denotes as:

cj = xj · gj (2)

where

gj = wj · ejβj (3)

with wj and βj are power scaling factor and phase shifting for each j UE, respectively. In the uplink transmis-
sion, each UE will act as trasmitter and in the other side, base station (BS) will act as receiver. The received
signal in the n-th RE, yn at the base station can be represented as:

yn =
∑

j=1,j∈Sn

√
pj,n · cj,n · hj,n + vn

=
∑

j=1,j∈Sn

√
pj,n · xj · gj · hj,n + vn

(4)

where Sn is a set of UEs accessing the n-th RE and vn is a AWGN with N (0, σ2
n).

Assuming CSI is perfect, the throughput of the j-th UE on the n-th RE can be represented as:

Rj,n = Bsc log2(1 +
pj,n · xj · gj · |hj,n|2∑

l=1,l 6=j,l∈Sn pl,n · xl · gl · |hl,n|
2 + σ2

n

) (5)

where Bsc is a bandwith of each RE.
We assume that PDMA implement PD in the receiver, and PD can perfectly cancell the interference,

therefore, the throughput of the last decoded j user can be state as:

Rj,n = Bsc log2(1 +
pj,n · xj · gj · |hj,n|2

σ2
n

) (6)

Like on the uplink system, in a downlink transmission, we assume that each user is assigned by a unique
PDMA pattern. After PDMA encoding, data streams from all user, xj , are superimposed and simultaneously
transmitted from the BS. The received signal of the j-th UE on the n-th RE can be represented as:
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yj,n = hj,ngj,n
√
pj,nxj,n + hj,n

J∑
l=1,l 6=j

gl,n
√
pj,nxl,n + vj,n (7)

where hj,n is a downlink channel gain of j-th user at the n-th RE, gj,n is a pattern of j-th user at the n-th RE,
xj,n is a modulated symbol of j-th user at the n-th RE and vj,n is a Gaussian random noise of the j-th user at
the n-th RE with zero mean and variance σ2

n. The downlink block system has shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Downlink PDMA

By taking interference from other user that access the same resource into account, the throughput of
the j-th on the n RE in downlink transmission can be defined as:

Rj,n = Bsc log2(1 +
pj,n · xj · gj · |hj,n|2∑

l=1,l 6=j,l∈Sn pl,n · xl · gl · hj,n|
2 + σ2

n

) (8)

However when PDMA system implement PD to decode symbols of all users, and by assume that PD can cancel
the interference perfectly, then the throughput of the last decoded user ( with the lowest power factor) can be
represented as:

Rj,n = Bsc log2(1 +
pj,n · xj · gj · |hj,n|2

σ2
n

) (9)

3. PDMA PATTERN DESIGN
Each UE in PDMA has a unique pattern and each group in PDMA consists of a number of UEs with

the same diversity order. In this paper, we useRgap, a gap ratio of the power of detected UE to the interference,
to determine the power scaling factor for each group and each UE on the design of UE’s pattern. In this section,
power scaling factor is proposed to maximize the sum throughput of PDMA system in uplink and downlink
transmission and to support decoding process using SIC. Tse and Hanly [25], showed that the optimization of
power allocation for multi user can be applied in each frequency. In this paper, investigate 4 type of power
scaling factor. In the first type, different group will have different value of power scaling, and we allocate the
same power scaling for each user in the same group. Each user has the same power scaling factor in each RE.

Assume that there are 6 UEs and 4 REs in PDMA system with a pattern G [21], has been shown in
(10),

G =


1 0 1 1 1 0
0 0 1 1 1 1
0 0 1 1 1 1
0 1 1 1 0 1

 (10)
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Matrix G has 3 groups of UE with different diversity orders, the 3rd and 4th users are in the same group with
diversity order 4, the 5th and 6th UEs are in the same group, and the last group with diversity order 1 consist of
2 user, 1st and 2nd user. Higher power scaling factor will be allocated to UEs with higher diversity orders. In
the uplink transmission, the received signal in the first REs at BS can be represented in (11).

y1 =
√
p
√
ρg3 exp

jβ1 x1,1h1,1 +
√
p
√
ρg1,1 exp

jβ3 x3,1h3,1

+
√
p
√
ρg1,4 exp

jβ4 x4,1h4,1 +
√
p
√
ρg2,1 exp

jβ5 x5,1h5,1 + v1
(11)

where ρgdo is a power scaling factor for a grup of do diversity order and ρg1 > ρg2 > ρg3 .
To perform interference cancellation using SIC in the receiver, power scaling factor for all UE must

manage properly. Ali et al. [26] state Pgap as a minimum power difference required to perform interference
cancellation properly, which is obtained from the difference between power of the signal to be decoded and the
remaining non–decoded signals. Due to our system works in multi–carrier system, we defined Rgap instead of
Pgap to adjust the power scaling factor of each UE on each RE and to ensure SIC can work properly. The Rgap
is used to control the power scaling factor for each group of diversity order. And, the Rgap in the first RE can
define as:

Rgap =
ρg1

ρg1 + ρg2 + ρg3
(12)

and
Rgap =

ρg2
ρg2 + ρg3

(13)

In this paper, we propose 4 types of PDMA pattern base on allocating power scaling dan phase shifting.
The rules of allocating power scaling for each user is different for each type, as shown in Tables 1 and 2. Type
1 and type 2 assign power scaling for each UE based on group of diversity order. Group with high diversity
order will assign with higher power scaling factor. In the type 1, each UE in the same group of diversity order
has the same power scaling factor, where the value of the power scaling factor of each UE is the power scaling
of the diversity group divided by the number of active UE in RE. As shown in the Table 3, UE 3 and UE 4 in
type 1 has the same power scaling, ρg12 . And UE 5 and UE 6 in the 2nd RE will have the same power scaling,
ρg2
2 . Different with type 1, in the type 2, we propose scaling factor for each user in the same group. If power

scaling group are state as ρg1 , ρg2 and ρg3 , where ρg1 > ρg2 > ρg3 , therefore, by using scaling factor in each
group, UE 3 and UE 4 will have power scaling factor as state as α3 = ρg1,1 and α4 = ρg1,2 .

Table 1. The rules of allocating power scaling for type 1 and type 2
The rules of allocating power scaling for type 1 The rules of allocating power scaling for type 2

1 Group UE based on diversity order. Count number of
group, G.

1 Group UE based on diversity order. Count number of
group, G.

2 Determine Rgap 2 Determine Rgap
3 Count the power scaling factor for each group 3 Count the power scaling factor for each group

ρgdo = Rgap · (1−Rgap)do−1 ρgdo = Rgap · (1−Rgap)do−1

do = 1, 2, · · · , G − 1 do = 1, 2, · · · , G − 1

power scaling factor for group with lowest diversity order

ρgG =
ρgG−1

Rgap
· (1−Rgap)

power scaling factor for group with lowest diversity order

ρgG =
ρgG−1

Rgap
· (1−Rgap)

4 if Group has K UEs, than, power scaling for each UE in
one group is represented as

4 if group has K UEs, than, power scaling for each UE in
one group is represented as

αk =
ρgdo
K

αk = ρgG ·Rgap · (1−Rgap)
k−1

If member of group do only one UE power scaling factor for last UE in a group

αk = ρgdo αK = ρgG ·
αK−1

Rgap
· (1−Rgap)
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Table 2. The rules of allocating power scaling for type 3 and type 4
The rules of allocating power scaling for type 3 The rules of allocating power scaling for type 4

1 Group UE based on diversity order. Count number of
group, G.

1 Count number of UEs in a RE, K

2 Determine Rgap 2 Determine Rgap
3 Count the power scaling factor for each group 3 Count the power scaling factor for each UE

ρgdo = Rgap · (1−Rgap)do−1 αk = Rgap · (1−Rgap)k−1

do = 1, 2, · · · , G − 1. k = 1, 2, · · · , K − 1

power scaling factor for group with lowest diversity order

ρgG =
ρgG−1

Rgap
· (1−Rgap)

power scaling factor for last UE in RE

αK =
αK−1

Rgap
· (1−Rgap)

4 if Group has K UEs, than, power scaling for each UE in
one Group is represented as

4 Assign each UE in first RE with specific power scaling
based on step 3.

αk =
ρgdo
K

5 for first RE, assign each UE with spesific power scaling
based on step 3 and step 4.

Re-assign different power scaling for each UE in other RE
by fulfill (14).

6 For 2nd, and other RE, re-assign different power scaling
for each UE by fulfill (14).

Table 3. Power scaling in PDMA pattern type
Power
scaling

type

PDMA Pattern

Type 1


√
ρg3 0

√
ρg1/2

√
ρg1/2

√
ρg2 0

0 0
√
ρg1/2

√
ρg1/2

√
ρg2/2

√
ρg2/2

0 0
√
ρg1/2

√
ρg1/2

√
ρg2/2

√
ρg2/2

0
√
ρg3

√
ρg1/2

√
ρg1/2 0

√
ρg2

 √
ρg1

>
√
ρg2

>
√
ρg3

Type 2


√
ρg3 0

√
ρg1,1

√
ρg1,2

√
ρg2 0

0 0
√
ρg1,1

√
ρg1,2

√
ρg2,1

√
ρg2,1

0 0
√
ρg1,1

√
ρg1,2

√
ρg2,1

√
ρg2,1

0
√
ρg3

√
ρg1,1

√
ρg1,2 0

√
ρg2

 √
ρg1,1

>
√
ρg1,2

Type 3


√
ρg3 0

√
ρg1/2

√
ρg1/2

√
ρg2 0

0 0
√
ρg2/2

√
ρg2/2

√
ρg1/2

√
ρg1/2

0 0
√
ρg3/2

√
ρg3/2

√
ρg2/2

√
ρg2/2

0
√
ρg2

√
ρg3/2

√
ρg3/2 0

√
ρg3



Type 4


√
α1,1 0

√
α3,1

√
α4,1

√
α5,1 0

0 0
√
α3,2

√
α4,2

√
α5,2

√
α6,2

0 0
√
α3,3

√
α4,3

√
α5,3

√
α6,3

0
√
α2,4

√
α3,4

√
α4,4 0

√
α6,4



In type 3, similar to type 1, different power scaling for each group of diversity orders is still used.
However, in different REs, each group will have a different power scaling factor. And, in the type 4, we
propose power scaling based on the number of active UE in each RE, not based on a group of diversity order.
The power scaling factor for each UE in each RE will be different. The important requirements that must be
met in each RE are: ∑

j∈Sn

αj,n = 1 (14)

Let αj,n as a power scaling of UE j at RE n, therefore, the PDMA pattern for (10) can be define as:
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G =


√
α1,1 0

√
α3,1

√
α4,1

√
α5,1 0

0 0
√
α3,2

√
α4,2

√
α5,2

√
α6,2

0 0
√
α3,3

√
α4,3

√
α5,3

√
α6,3

0
√
α2,4

√
α3,4

√
α4,4 0

√
α6,4

 (15)

In this paper, we assume each user uses different phase shift, therefore PDMA pattern in (15) be state as:

G =


√
α1,1 · expjβ1 0

√
α3,1 · expjβ3

√
α4,1 · expjβ4

√
α5,1 · expjβ5 0

0 0
√
α3,2 · expjβ3

√
α4,2 · expjβ4

√
α5,2 · expjβ5

√
α6,2 · expjβ6

0 0
√
α3,3 · expjβ3

√
α4,3 · expjβ4

√
α5,3 · expjβ5

√
α6,3 · expjβ6

0
√
α2,4 · expjβ2

√
α3,4 · expjβ3

√
α4,4 · expjβ4 0

√
α6,4 · expjβ6


(16)

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, we evaluate the impact of power scaling factors on PDMA patterns. At the receiver,

SIC is used to decode all receiver symbols for all users. The process starts from the EU with a high diversity
order. To evaluate the performance of the power scaling pattern, this paper uses the pattern matrix 3× 7 in [11]
by changing the non-zero elements to ones as shown in (17).

S =

1 1 0 1 1 0 0
1 1 1 0 0 1 0
1 0 1 1 0 0 1

 (17)

In pattern matrix, S, there are three groups with different diversity orders. UE 1 has the highest
diversity order of 3, UE 2–4 have diversity order of 2 and UE 5–7 have diversity order of 1. In this section, we
evaluate 4 types of power scaling factors in Table 3 in Rician fading channels. In this paper, phase shifting is
used to minimize ambiguity when decoding the receiving symbols. The transmitted symbols of each UE in the
same group will be differentiated based on different phase shift. Figure 4 shows the impact of power scaling
factor and phase shifting to the formed constellation of 3 UEs when transmit symbols. This figure shows that
power scaling and phase shift will affect the density between symbols and the number of constellation points
that may be formed. Figure 4(a) shows the formed constellation points when all three users use the same power
scaling factor (all users use

√
α = 1) and use BPSK as a modulation type. From this figure, there are 4 formed

constellation points as a combination of 3 users with the same power. In the other sides, Figures 4(b) to 4(d)
show the formed of constellation points when 3 users use different value of phase shifting or power scaling.
This figures show that there are more formed constellation points rather than Figure 4(a). Moreover, variations
in power scaling will result in smaller minimum distances between symbols.

In this paper, we evaluate the leverage of power scaling in PDMA pattern when simulated in Rician
fading channels. The simulation parameter are shown in Table 4. Due to the maximum number of UEs in each
RE are four UEs, therefore there are 4 phase shifts will be implemented. And, each UE will uses a different
phase shift. In our system, we assume transmiter and receiver have knowledge of each other, especially the
power scaling that used by each user. SIC is used to decode received symbols of all users and the decoding
process start from user with higher diversity order. However, system will not decode symbols in all resources.
In this systems, receiver will decode symbols from resource with higher power scaling factor. Figure 5 show
the performance of PDMA with variation pattern types in uplink and downlink transmission at Rician Fading
channel with K = 5 dB.

Rician fading channel is one of the stochastic models for radio propagation. The Rician channel is
remarkably similar to the Rayleigh fading channel except for the presence of a dominant component from
line-of-sight (LOS) waves. K factor in Rician channels represent the ratio of power of the LOS component
to the power of the scattered components. The worst case Rician channels associated with K = 0. In this
condition, Rician channels represent Rayleigh channel with no LOS path. While Rician channels has K =∞,
it represent Gaussian channels with strong LOS component. In this paper, we evaluate the performance of
PDMA pattern in two value of K factor, i.e., K = 5 dB and K = 20 dB. When K = 5 dB, as shown
in Figure 5(a), PDMA has poor performance in uplink transmission compare to downlink transmission as
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shown in Figure 5(b). Nevertheless, in general, pattern type 2 has better performance compare to others types
due to the used of double power scaling, i.e. power scaling in a group of diversity order and power scaling
for UEs in the same group. In Figure 5(b), pattern type 2 and type 3 show similar performance. Although
pattern type 3 do not use double scaling, however, in this pattern each user is assigned different power scaling
in different RE. Therefore, increasing the possibility of other users to obtain higher value of power scaling
to improve detection performance. To obtain BER 10−4, PDMA pattern type 2 needs average SNR until
24 dB in uplink transmission while in downlink transmission its only need 22.5 dB. Performance of PDMA
at Rician fading when K = 20 dB has shown in Figure 6. Performance of PDMA in uplink and downlink
transmission at Rician fading with K = 20 dB have shown in Figure 6(a) and Figure 6(b), respectively.
Performance stability has shown by PDMA pattern type 2, where it has better performance compare to other
types. In this case, by using doubly power scaling to assign power to each user, PDMA can have better
performance.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4. The formed constellation from combination of 3 users: (a) with the same power scaling factor {1}
and the phase shift {0}, (b) same power scaling {1} with different phase shift{0, pi4 , 2π

4 }, (c) with the same
phase shift {0} and different power scaling factor {0.8, 0.16, 0.04}, and (d) dan different power scaling {0.8,

0.16, 0.04} and different phase shift {0, pi4 , 2π
4 }

Investigating power scaling factor for pattern division multiple access (Linda Meylani)
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Table 4. Simulation parameter
Parameter PDMA

Pattern matrix S
Power scaling factor in each RE

∑
j∈Sn αj,n = 1

Phase shifter π
4
{0, π

4
, 2π

4
, 3π

4
}

π
5
{0, π

5
, 2π

5
, 3π

5
}

π
6
{0, π

6
, 2π

6
, 3π

6
}

0{0, 0, 0}
Rgap 0.8; 0.85; 0.9

Number of UE 7
Number of resources 3

Fading channels Rician fading channels with K = 5 dB and K = 20 dB

(a) (b)

Figure 5. Comparison performance of PDMA pattern with phase 1 in (a) uplink and (b) downlink Rician
fading channel with K = 5 dB

(a) (b)

Figure 6. Comparison performance of PDMA pattern with phase 1 in (a) uplink and (b) downlink Rician
fading channel with K = 20 dB

Figure 7 shows the impact of variation value of Rgap to the performance of PDMA pattern at Rician
fading channels. In this section, we compare 3 values ofRgap = {0.8; 0.85, 0.9} to the performance of PDMA.
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Figures 7(a) and 7(b) show the performance of PDMA pattern type 2 in uplink and downlink transmission
at Rician fading channel with K = 20dB, respectively. These figures show that Rgap can predispose the
performance of the PDMA system. In our cases, a higher value of Rgap makes the average PDMA system
performance become worse. In our scheme, when Rgap is set to be a higher value, UE with higher diversity
order will obtain a higher power weighted factor, and have a good performance cause other UE that access the
same RE is treated as a noise with a lower power scaling factor. Unfortunately, UE with the lowest diversity
order (this UE has the lowest power scaling factor) has the worst performance. Performance of all user has
shown in Figure 8. As shown in Figure 8(a), atRgap = 0.8, for average BER target 10−4, UE 1 only need SNR
13.5 dB, however, UE 7 need higher SNR 23 dB to achieve same BER. On the other side, as shown in Figure
8(b), when Rgap = 0.9 is used to set the power scaling factor, UE 1 needs more lower SNR to achieve BER
10−4 rather than in Rgap = 0.8. And, UE 7 needs more higher SNR (30 dB) to obtain the BER target.

(a) (b)

Figure 7. Comparison performance of PDMA pattern type 2 in (a) uplink and (b) downlink transmission at
Rician fading channel with K = 20

(a) (b)

Figure 8. Performance of all UE in downlink transmission at Rician fading channel with K = 20 with (a)
Rgap = 0.8 dan (b) Rgap = 0.9

In this section, we also investigate the impact of phase shifting to PDMA’s performance as shown in
Figure 9. Figures 9(a) and 9(b) show the impact of phase shifting to the performance of PDMA pattern type 2.

Investigating power scaling factor for pattern division multiple access (Linda Meylani)
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It seem phase shift 1, π4 , has a better performance than phase 2, π5 , or phase 3, π6 , and phase 4. The use of phase
shift is intended to avoid ambiguity in the decoding process. It can be seen that when all UEs accessing the
same RE use the same phase shifting (or all UE implement no phase shifting), PDMA performance of phase
4 becomes worse. In this section, we also compare performance of the proposed pattern type 2 with PDMA’s
patterns for eMBB and URLLC in [21], and receiver decode all transmitting symbol of all UEs by using SIC.
Decoding process start with UE with higher diversity order. The simulation results ,as shown in Figure 10,
confirm that the proposed pattern based on scaling factor has better performance compare to the eMBB and
URLLC patterns in [21], due to decoding process start form UE with high diversity order. And in the proposed
pattern, UE with higher diversity order has higher power scaling factor.

(a) (b)

Figure 9. The impact of phase shifting in PDMA for pattern type 2 in (a) uplink and (b) downlink
transmission at Rician fading channel with K = 20

Figure 10. Performance of the proposed PDMA type 2 compare with PDMA pattern for eMBB and URLLC
in [21]

5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we investigate the effect of the power scaling factor and phase shifting on a pattern of UE

to the PDMA system. Our simulation confirmed both phase shifting and power scaling factors can influence
the PDMA performance. Based on the observation, pattern type 2 has better performance than other types.
This pattern used scaling power factor not only on a group of diversity order but also on each user in the same
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group. A higher value of Rgap has an impact on increasing the performance gap for each group diversity order.
A higher value of Rgap has an impact on a larger performance gap in each group diversity order, and results in
a decrease in the average performance of the PDMA system.
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